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Abst rac t - -Let  X be a Banach space, X2 C_ X be a two-dimensional subspace of X, and S(X) = 
{x E X,[IxH = 1} be the unit sphere of X. Let 5(e) = in f{1-  I[x+y[I/2 : [[x-y[[ < e}, wherex, 
y E S(X2) and 0 < e < 2 is the modulus of convexity of X. The best results so far about the 
relationship between ormal structure and the modulus of convexity of X are that for any Banach 
space X either 6(1) > 0 or 6(3/2) > 1/4 implies X has normal structure. We generalize the above 
results in this paper to prove that for any Banach space X, 5(1 + e) > e/2 for any e, 0 < e < 1, 
implies X has uniform normal structure. (~) 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Arc  length, Modulus of convexity, Normal structure, Uniformly nonsquare space, 
Uniform normal structure and ultraproduct space. 
Let X be a normed linear space, and let S(X)= {x • X :  Ilxll = 1} and B(X)= {x • X : Itxll < 1} 
be the unit sphere and the unit ball of X, respectively. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 5(e) denote the modulus of convexity for a given Banach space X. Goebel [1] proved 5(1) > 0 
implies X has normal structure, which, in turn, implies the fixed-point property. 
Sch/iffer [2] made use of the concept of geodesic to study the unit sphere of a Banach space X. 
He introduced the following two notations: re(X)  = in f{5(x , -x)  : x E S(X)}, and M(X)  = 
sup{6(x , -x )  : x E S (X)}  where 6 (x , -x )  is the shortest length of arcs joining antipodal points 
on S(X) .  He called 2m(X) the girth, and 2M(X) the perimeter of X. These parameters were 
used to study reflexivity and isomorphism of Banach spaces among other things. Gao and Lau [3] 
introduced a geometric parameter J (X )  = sup{tlx + Yll A IIz - Y[I } : z, y C S(X)}, a simplification 
of Sch/iffer's girth and perimeter, into a Banach space X. They proved that 6(3/2) > 1/4 
implies X has uniform normal structure, and posted a related question as to whether uniformly 
nonsquare Banach spaces have the fixed-point property. 
In this paper, we generalize the above results, and prove that for a Banach space X, 5(1 + e) > 
e/2 for any e, 0 < e < 1, implies X has uniform normal structure. However, whether uniformly 
nonsquare Banach spaces have fixed-point property is still an open question. 
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2. PREL IMINARIES  
2.1. Curves  in Banach  Spaces  
A continuous mapping x(t) from a closed interval [a, b] to a Banach space X is called a curve 
in X : C = x(t), a < t < b. A curve is called simple if it does not have multiple points. A curve 
is called closed if x(a) = x(b). A closed curve is called symmetric about the origin if x E C, then 
also -x  E C. 
The concept of the length of a curve in Banach spaces resembles the same concept in Euclidean 
spaces. For curve C = x(t), let P stand for a partition a = to < tl < t2 < ".. < t~ < ... < tn = b 
of interval [a, b] and l(C, P) = ~-~n=l [[x(ti) -x(ti-1)[[, where z(ti), i = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n are called 
partition points on C, then the length l(C) of curve C = x(t), a < t < b, is defined as the least 
upper bound of l(C, P)  for all possible partition P of [a, b] 
l(C) = sup{/(C, P)}. 
P 
If l(C) is finite, the curve is called rectifiable. 
Let l~(C) denote the length of curve C = x(t) from a to t. For a rectifiable curve C = x(t), 
a < t < b, the arc length Ira(C) is a continuous function of t. 
DEFINITION 1. (See [2,4].) Let y(s) represent the point x(t) on the curve C for which lta(C) = s, 
then C = y(s), 0 < s <_ l(C), is cMled standard form of the rectifiable curve C. 
For a normed linear space X, we use X2 to denote a two-dimensional subspace of X, then S(X2) 
is a simple closed curve which is symmetric about the origin and unique up to orientation. 
THEOREM 1. (See [2,4].) Let X 2 be a two-dimensional Banach space, and K1, K2 be dosed 
convex subsets of X2, and have nonvoid interiors. I f  K1 C_ K'2, then I(O(K1)) <_ l(O(K2)), 
where l( O( Ki) ) denote the lengths of the circumferences of K~, i = 1, 2. 
2.2. Normal  S t ruc ture  in Banach  Spaces  . 
In 1948, Brodskii and Milman [5] introduced the following geometric oncepts. 
DEFINITION 2. A bounded, convex subset K of a Banach space X is said to have normal structure 
if every convex subset H of K that contains more than one point contains a point xo E H, such 
that sup{[[x0 - y[[,y E H} < d(H), where d(H) = sup{[[x - y[hx, y E H}  denotes the diameter 
of H. A Banach space X is said to have normal structure if every bounded, convex subset of X 
has normal structure. A Banach space X is said to have weak normal structure if each weakly 
compact convex set K in X that contains more than one point has normalstructure. X is said 
to have uniform normal structure if there exists 0 < c < 1 such that for any subset K as above, 
there exists xo E K such that sup{fix0 - y[[,y E K}  < c. (d(K)).  
For a reflexive Banach space X, the normal structure and weak normal structure coincide. 
In 1964, Kirk [6] proved that if a weakly compact subset K of X has normal structure, then 
any nonexpansive mapping on K has a fixed point. One direction on studying normal structure 
is based on the geometry of the unit sphere. We refer the interested reader to [3,7-13]. Another 
direction on studying normal structure is based on parameters of unit sphere. We refer the 
interested reader to [1,3,14-19]. 
In 1991, Gao and Lan [3] showed a geometric feature of the unit sphere of X without weak 
normal structure. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a Banach space without weak normal structure, then for any e, 0 < e < 1, 
there exist xl, x2, x3 in S (X)  satisfying 
(i) x2 - x3 = axl with [a -  1[ < e; 
(ii) [fix1 - -  Z2[ [  - -  1[, [[[x3 - (-xl)][  - 1[ < e; and 
(iii) H(xl + x2)/2[t, If(x3 + (-xl))/21[ > 1 - e. 
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In 2000, Gao [14] improved the above result by replacing the hexagon in Lemma 1 with a 
normal hexagon which is the base of the argument for the main theorem of this paper. 
DEFINITION 3. Let X be a Banach space, a hexagon H in X is called a normal hexagon if the 
length of  each side of H is 1 and each pair of opposite sides are parallel. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a Banach space without weak normal structure, then for any e, 0 < ~ < 1, 
and x l  E S (X)  there exists an inscribed normal hexagon with vertices Xl, x2, x3, -x l ,  -x2 ,  
and - x3 in S( X )  satisTying 
( i )  X l  = x2  - x3; 
(ii) [[(xl 4. x2)/2[[, H(x3 4- ( -Xl)) /2[[  > 1 - e. 
The geometric meaning of the lemma can be succinctly described as follows: if X does not 
have weak normal structure, then there exist infinite many inscribed normal hexagons in S(X)  
with at least four sides whose distances to S(X)  are arbitrari ly small. 
3.  THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let X2 be a two-dimensional linear space. For x E S(X2), let g be one of the arcs of S(X2) 
from x to -x  counterclockwise, and let g : [0, L] --* a be the standard representation i  terms of 
arc length, where L is the length of a. 
LEMMA 3. (See [3].) The functions ¢, ffJ : [0, i ]  ~ [0, 2] defined by (I)(s) = Hg(s) - xI[, kO(s) = 
[[g(s) + x[[ are continuously increasing and decreasing, respectively. 
LEMMA 4. Let x l ,x2 ,xa  be as in Lemma 2, and let y = x2 - axl ,  then []y - Xxl[ is a strictly 
increasing function of  a from 0 to 1. 
PROOF. Let 0 _< al  < a2 _< 1, and let zl and z2 be the normalization of Yl = x2 - alx l  
and Y2 = x2-a2x l ,  respectively. Then x3, Zl, z2, and -x l  are counterclockwise located on S2(X).  
If [[YIt[ = [[Y2[[, then zl - z2 -- hi(x2 - x3) for some hi > 0. This is a contradiction with the 
convexity of B(X) .  | 
LEMMA 5. Let xl ,  x2, x3 be as in Lemma 2, and ]et x2 = g(sl) ,  x3 = g(s2), then q~(s) is a strictly 
increasing function of  s from 81 to 82. 
PROOF. The proof is similar to proof of Lemma 4. Let Sl _< al < a2 _< s2, and let zl and z2 be 
the normalization of g(a l )  and g(a2), respectively. Then x3, zl, z2, and -x l  are counterclockwise 
located on S2(X). If Hg(al)[[ = [[g(a2)[[, then Z 1 -- Z2 ~-- h2(g(a l )  - g (a2) )  for some h2 > 0. Th is  
is a contradict ion with the convexity of B(X) .  : | 
LEMMA 6. (See [3].) Let x, y E S (X)  andO < e < 1 such that Hx + yH/2 > 1 -~,  then for any c, 
0 < c < 1, and z = cx + (1 - c)y E co({x,y}), the line segment connecting x and y, [[zi[ > 1 - 2e. 
DEFINITION 4. (See [7].) For a Banach space X, 5(e) -- inf{1 - [ix + y[[/2 : [ ]x  - YII -> ~, 
x ,y  E S(X)},  0 < e < 2 is called the modulus of  convexity of X .  
Since in f{1- [ [x+y[ I /2  : I [x -y l [  >- e ,x ,y  E S(X)} -- in f{1- f ix  4-yH/2 : [ [x -y [ I  = ~. 
x, y E S(X)},  0 < e < 2, we have 5([]x - YI[) -< 1 - IIx 4, y[[/2, for any x, y E S (X) .  
DEFINITION 5. (See [20].) A normed linear space is ca//ed uniformly nonsquare i f  there exists 
a 5 > 0 such that  x, y E S (X) ,  either [[x+ y[[/2 <_ 1 - 5 or [[z - yl[/2 <_ 1 - 5. 
LEMMA 7. (See [16].) For a Banach space X,  5(2-)  > 0, where 5(2-)  = l im,~2 5(e), implies X 
is uniformly nonsquare. 
THEOREM 2. I f  X is a Banach space with 5(1 +e) > e/2 for any e, 0 < e <: 1, then X has normal 
structure. 
PROOF. The condition on X implies 5(2-)  > 0, hence, X is uniformly nonsquare, and therefore, 
reflexive [20]. Normal structure and weak normal structure coincide. 
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Figure 1. Proof of Theorem 2. 
Suppose X dose not have weak normal structure. For 7 > 0, let x l ,  x2, and x3 in S(X)  satisfy 
the conditions in Lemma 2. Let X2 be the two-dimensional space spanned by Xl and x2 (see 
Figure 1). 
Let y = x2 - exl,  where 0 < e < 1, and z E S(X2) such that  z - y = k(x3 + x l ) ,  for some k > 0, 
and Yl E [•2, x3] such that  Yl = x2 -e lx l ,  and yl -x l  = k l ( z -x l ) ,  for some kl > 0, Y2 e [X2, X3] 
such that  Y2 ---- X2 -- e2Xl, and Y2 ÷ Xl = k2(z ÷ Xl), for some k2 > 0, then the convexity of B(X2) 
implies 0 <_ el _< e _< e2 <_ 1. 
From Lemma6,  I lY -X l l [  = I Ix3-eXl l l  >_ (1÷ e) (1 -  27) >_ l÷e-47  . Let y' and z' be 
the normalization of y - x l  and z - x l ,  respectively. Since 0 _< el <_ e < 1, x3, z', y', and -x l  
are counterclockwise located on S2(X). We have 1 - 27 <_ IIz - xlll/l lY - xlll <_ 1/(1 - 27) by 
Lemma 6 again. 
Since I l y -x l i ]  < 2, we have I I I z -x l l l -  i lY-Xlll l < 67, so I Iz -x l l l  >_ I l y -x lH -67  >_ l+e-107.  
Let w • [xl,x2] such that  w = k3 (xl + y)/2, for some k3 > 0, then 1 > Ilwll > 1 - 27. Since 
l i t  - (z~ + y)/211 = ( l ly  - z211/2)l lwl l  = (e /2) l twl l  < ~/2,  II(z~ + y)/211 > w - e l2  >_ 1 - (~12) - 2n. 
Since y • ~{x  1, z, - x l  }, t he closed convex hull of {x 1, z, - x 1 }, by Theorem 1, II y + x 1 II + II y - 
zlll _< Ilz + ~11 + IIz - xlll. 
We have I lY+~I l I - I I z+z~I I  < I I z -~ l l - I l Y -z ,  II < 67, therefore, ~(1+~-107)  _< ~(11=-~11) <- 
1 - IIz + x,  ll/2 _< 1 - fly + x~ll/2 + a7 < (~/2) + 57. Since 7 can be arbitrarily small, and 6(e) is 
a continuous function, letting 7 -~ 0 we have 6(1 + e) < e/2. | 
COROLLARY 1. (See [1].) For a Banach space X, 6(1) > 0 implies X has normal structure. 
COROLLARY 2. (See [3].) For a Banach space X ,  6(3/2) > 1/4 implies X has normaJ structure. 
DEFINITION 6. (See [7].) Let X be a Banach space and T > O. Define pz ( r )  = sup{([tx + Y[I + 
[ix - yll - 2 ) /2}  : x ,y  • S(X) .  The function px : [0, oo) ~ [0, oe) is caJled the modulus of 
smoothness of X .  
Note that X is uniformly smooth if and only if lim~_.0 (px(~')/T) = O. 
Let X* be the dual space of X. 
THEOREM 3. (See [7].) For any Banach space X,  and any "r > O, px.(o-) = sup{(0-e/2) - 6x(e) : 
0<e<2}.  
THEOREM 4. (See [7].) For any Banach space X ,  and any T > 0, px(T) = sup{(~-e/2) -- 6X-(e) : 
0<~<2}.  
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LEMMA 8. (See [3,12].) If X is a Banach space with lim~.-.0 (px(T)/T) < 1/2, then X has normal 
structure. 
THEOREM 5. For any Banach space X and its dual X*, (ix.(1) > 0 implies X has normal 
structure. 
PROOF. Suppose 5x.(1)  > 0. For any T, 0 _< ~- < 5x- ( l ) ,  let b _> 0 be the largest number such 
that ( r /2)  b = 5x. (b), then 0 __ b < 1, and when e > b, ( r /2)  e < 5X. (e). 
I fb  = 0, pX(T) = sup{(ve/2) - -5X- (e ) :  0 < e < 2} = 0. I f0  < b < 1, pX(T) = sup{(Te/2) -- 
5X-(e) : 0 < e < 2} _< 0-b/2) < T/2. Let ~- --* 0, we have lim,~O(Px(T)/~-) < 1/2. By Lemma 8, 
X has normal structure. | 
Similarly, we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 6. For any Banach space X, 5x(1) > 0 implies X* has normal structure. 
4. THE UNIFORM NORMAL STRUCTURE 
Let F be a filter on an index set I ,  and let {xi}iex be a subset in a Hausdorff topological 
space X, {xi}ieI  is said to converge to x with respect o F ,  denoted by l ime xi = x, if for each 
neighborhood U of x, {i • I : xi • U} • F .  A filter U on I is called an ultrafilter if it is maximal 
with respect to the ordering of the set inclusion. An ultrafilter is called trivial if it is of the 
form {A : A C_ I ,  i0 • A} for some i0 • I.  We will use the fact that  if U is an ultrafilter, then 
(i) for anyA_C I ,  e i therAC_Uor I \AC_U;  
(ii) if {x,}~ei has a cluster point x, then limv xi exists and equals to x. 
Let {Xi}iei  be a family of Banach spaces and let loo(I, Xi) denote the subspace of the product. 
space equipped with the norm H(x~)n = sup~el I[xi[[ < oo. 
DEFINITION 7. (See [21].) Let U be an ultrafilter on I and let Nu = {(x~) • loo(I,X~) : 
limu IlxdI = 0}. 
The ultraproduct of {Xi}icz is the quotient space loo(I, Xi) /Nu equipped with the quotient 
norm.  
We will use (x~)u to denote the element of the ultraproduct.  It follows from Remark (ii) above, 
and the definition of quotient norm that 
II(xduII = li~n IIx~ll. (4.1) 
In the following, we will restrict our index set I to be N, the set of natural  numbers, and 
let X~ = X, i • N for some Banach space X. For an ultrafilter U on N, we use Xu to denote the 
ultraproduct,  and 5x(e) and ~xv (e) the modulus of convexities of X and Xu, respectively. 
THEOREM 7. For any Banach space X, and for any nontrivial ultrafilter U on N, 
ax (c) = axu (c). 
PROOF. For any z/ > 0, from the definition of 5x(e), there exists a two-dimenmonal subspace 
X2 c_ X, and x,y • S(X2) such that  [Ix - YI[ = e, and 1 - [[x + y[I/2 < 5x(e) + 71. 
Let x~ = x and y~ = y, for all i • N. Then (x~)u,(Yi)v • S((Xu)2), where (Xu)2 is a 
two-dimensional subspace, spanned by (xi)v, and (Yi)u of Xu. Then [[(xi)u - (Y~)u[[ = e, 
and 1 - [[(x~)v + (y~)v[[/2 < ~x(e) + 71. 
Since z/can be arbitrar i ly small, we proved 5xv (e) <_ 5x(e). 
To prove the reverse inequality, we choose an (Xu)2 c_ Xu, (xi)v,(Y~)v • S((Xu)2) such 
that [[(xi)v - (Yi)u[[ < ~ and 1 - [ l (x~)v  + (yi)u[[/2 < 5xu(e) + 77. 
From Remarks (i) and (ii) of ultrafi lter and by (4.1), the sets J = {i • N, [[x~ - Yi[[ < e}, 
K = {i • N, 1 - I[xi + yd[/2 < 5xu(e) + ~} are all in U. So the intersection J A K is in U too, 
and hence, is not empty. 
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Let i • YAK,  we have IIx~-Y~II < e and 1 -JJx~+yill/2 < ~xu(e) +n. So, ~x(e) <_ ~xu(e)+v. 
Since ~ can be arbitrarily small, ~x (e) <_ 5xu (e). 
The proof is completed. | 
THEOREM 8. I [X  is a Banach space with 5(1 +e) > e/2 for any e, 0 < e < 1, then X has uniform 
normal  structure. 
PROOF. The  idea of the proof  is the same as the proof  of Theorem 4.4 in [3]. Suppose there 
exists an e, 0 < e < 1 such that  ~x(1 + e) > e/2, but  X does not  have uni form normal  structure,  
we find a sequence {Cn} of bounded closed convex subset of X such that  for each n, 
• 0 • Cn, d(Cn) = 1, and 
• rad(Cn) = inf{sup{l[x - YlI, Y • Cn},  z • Cn} > 1 - 1In. 
Let  U be any nontr iv ia l  ultraf i l ter on N, and let C = {(x,~)u : xn • Cn, n • N}, then C is 
a nonempty  bounded closed convex subset of Xu.  I t  follows from the propert ies of C~ above 
that  d(C) = ra~i(C) = 1, so Xu does not  have normal  structure.  On the other  hand, from 
Theorem 7, 5xv(1  + e) = ~x(1 + e) > e/2. Th is  contradicts Theorem 2, and X must  have 
uniform normal  structure.  | 
COROLLARY 3. For a Banach space X ,  ~(1) > 0 implies X has uniform normal  structure. 
COROLLARY 4. (See [3].) For a Banach space X ,  ~(3/2) > 1/4 implies X has uniform normal 
structure. 
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